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BEHAVIOR CHANGE DESIGN SPRINT
workshop guide
A New Design Variable: Behavior
Increasingly, people are tur ning to mobile devices and wearable tech for support
with such health, fitness, and wellness goals as improving sleep, losing weight,
training for athletic events, and managing health issues.
That means designers have more to do than create easy-to-use, attractive
interfaces. They have more to do than adapt their design skills to increasingly
smaller devices. Designers today need to design for another, more critical
variable that’s not so easy to pin down: behavior.
People are trying to break unhealthy habits, establish new habits, and maintain
those new habits. Some people need motivation, some need rewards, some just
need to see progress.
How will you create products that meet their needs and support their continued
participation?
You can start by practicing the exercises in this booklet, which were created to
help you integrate behavior change strategies into a design sprint.
A design sprint is a time-constrained, fast-paced set of exercises that helps
design teams quickly discuss behavior change strategies and prototype
products.

Instructions
The Behavior Change Design Sprint contains six exercises and takes at least 100
minutes (or just over an hour and a half) to complete.
You will work in a small group of 3-5 people.
Your Tools
A “sprint brief” that contains a persona, a design scenario,
a client, and a design challenge.
Pen and paper, sticky notes
Card decks, toolkits, or other sources containing behavior change strategies
that will help you design for behavior change.
Here are links to three resources:
Artefact’s Behavior Strategy Cards goo.gl/5DXTLm
Dan Lockton’s Design with Intent toolkit goo.gl/UqWe6a
HCDE Master’s students’ card deck goo.gl/ucXYJ3
The primary goal of this sprint is to help you think more deeply about behaviors
behind everyday actions. What drives one person to take the elevator and
another person to choose the stairs? How might you support people in adopting
a “desired behavior”?
Tips
Work quickly!
V iew the examples for each exercise.
Remember, in this sprint, you are not designing for efficiency or ease of use;
your goal is to support behavior change!

STEP 1

TRANSLATE SCENARIO INTO USER JOURNEY

A. Draw the user jour ney! V isually

B. Why the persona did not choose

takes based on the design scenario

Asking “why” throughout these exercises

represent the actions the persona
description.

the target behavior initially?

will help you explore and consider
deeper issues that this persona faces.

Think of the actions, or steps, in the
user jour ney as decisions that are
linked to behaviors.

List reasons below:

Keep the steps as simple as possible.
Use a large area of a whiteboard, or
scribble on post-its on a large table,
but leave room for the next steps.
Example: Jane goes to a meeting on
the third floor of a building using the
elevator.
1st floor

enter
elevator

Examples: The design challenge is
wait

getting Jane to use the stairs. Maybe
Jane doesn’t know there are stairs.
Maybe Jane thinks the stairs will be
too much work. Maybe Jane is in a

arrive at
destination

hurry. Maybe Jane has to carry several
heavy items to her meeting. Maybe
Jane is out of shape.

Group exercise
Step 1 objective

20 minutes
Translate the scenario from text into a visual representation.

C. Amend the User jour ney to show
different places or times in which

1st floor

the persona could perfor m the
“target behavior.”

What is your design challenge?
Translate the design challenge into

Keep the steps as simple as possible.

D. Discuss the ethical implications of
encouraging your persona to shift
from the current behavior to the

target behaviors outlined in step C.
Are there physical, mental, social, or
economical consequences for this
persona to engage in such behaviors?
Consider any duties you believe you
have as a designer. Do you feel
comfortable with creating designs that
persuade the persona to take one or
another step outlined in step C?

take the
stairs

wait

climb up
the stairs

Exit at
second
floor

multiple steps that connect to the user
jour ney created in the previous step.

enter
elevator

Climb up
the rest of
the stairs
arrive at
destination

STEP 2
Group exercise
Step 2 objective

APPLY STRATEGIES TO USER JOURNEY
10 minutes
Select a strategy that encourages the target behavior.

A. Explore strategies that can encourage a change in behavior.

Spread the cards around the table so that everyone can see them.
Read all the the behavior change strategies in your set of cards.
B. Discuss the strategies in the card deck.

Discuss how the strategies in the cards could be used to support behavior
change in the persona’s user journey. Rank cards’s effectiveness and ethics from
high to low:

Effectiveness

Ethics

1

1

2

2

3

3

C. Choose one card and mark where
it could be used in the jour ney.

Chosen
Card

Envision locations where a design

1st floor

based on the strategy could steer the
persona towards the target behavior.

enter
elevator

take the
stairs

wait

climb up
the stairs

Exit at
second
floor

Climb up
the rest of
the stairs
arrive at
destination

STEP 3

SCOPE YOUR WORK

Group exercise
Step 3 objective

10 minutes
Select a jour ney area to be tackled in the next steps

A. Focus on a speciﬁc area.
Look at all of the locations (e.g. checkmarks below) where the strategy might
help the person to change their behavior.
Discuss options with your colleagues and select one that you are more
interested in tackling.

Chosen
Card

1st floor

enter
elevator

take the
stairs

wait

climb up
the stairs

Exit at
second
floor

Climb up
the rest of
the stairs
arrive at
destination

B. After choosing one location to tackle, write it in the box below.
This will be your design hypothesis.
Example:
To support Jane’s desired habit of
taking the stairs , strategy [X] will
serve as a reward whenever she
climbs up the stairs.

STEP 4

SKETCH

A.Copy the hypothesis from step 3.B below and ideate with it as a focus.
This is the time to sketch
wild -or even silly- ideas!

First time use

What interventions
would substantially
maximize the benefits of
perfor ming the target
behavior?

How could someone else
step in and encourage
the persona?

What might be an unethical
design that will coerce the
persona or that they will
absolutely hate?

Individual exercise
Step 4 objective

15 minutes
Brainstor m design variations of the strategy

6 months of use

Lapsed use or
reengagement

STEP 5

SELECT AN IDEA

Group exercise 20 minutes
Objective

Find the sketch that inspires the best design solution

Evaluate each sketch made on the previous step using the questions below.
As a team, select one idea. Answer to the questions below.
They will help you write a design rationale in the next step!
How does your solution encourage the “target behavior”?

Which behavior change theory or specific constructs support your idea? How?

What are the potential ethical implications of how you intend to influence
behavior change? Feel free to draw from issues identified in other designs.

How would you measure if you design worked? What does the persona need to
think or feel to make the change? What does the persona need to do?

STEP 6

PROTOTYPE AND EXPLAIN RATIONALE

Group exercise 40 minutes
Objective

Show how the persona uses the design solution

A. Create a prototype of your design.
Quickly represent your design. Using paper and pencil sketch is fine but you can
also use low- or high-fidelity prototyping tools. The only requirement is that the
representation is legible to others and explains how the design supports the
persona changing behavior, effectively solving the design challenge.

B. Annotate the prototype, explaining your design rationale.
Review notes from the previous exercises.
Reference the theory(ies) and strategies on which your design is based.
Describe why and how they will help solve the design challenge.
Discuss ethical and privacy concer ns.
Example: In order to help our persona, Jane, choose the “target behavior,” we
will support her by reminding her to leave early for meetings so that she has
time to take the stairs. We will also encourage her to set reminder alarms for
her daily step goals. Theory ABC supports our design choice because it is useful
for people who are motivated by practical information.

